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Abstract
Digital technology solutions for contact tracing, quarantine enforcement (digital fences) and
movement permission (digital leashes), and social distancing/movement monitoring have
been proposed and rolled-out to aid the containment and delay phases of the coronavirus and
mitigate against second and third waves of infections. In this essay, I examine numerous
examples of deployed and planned technology solutions from around the world, assess their
technical and practical feasibility and potential to make an impact, and explore the dangers of
tech-led approaches vis-a-vis civil liberties, citizenship, and surveillance capitalism. I make
the case that the proffered solutions for contact tracing and quarantining and movement
permissions are unlikely to be effective and pose a number of troubling consequences,
wherein the supposed benefits will not outweigh potential negative costs. If these concerns
are to be ignored and the technologies deployed, I argue that they need to be accompanied by
mass testing and certification, and require careful and transparent use for public health only,
utilizing a privacy-by-design approach with an expiration date, proper oversight, due
processes, and data minimization that forbids data sharing, repurposing and monetization.
Keywords: coronavirus; COVID-19; surveillance; civil liberties, governmentality;
citizenship, contact tracing; quarantine; movement; technological solutionism; spatial sorting;
social sorting; privacy; control creep; data minimization; surveillance capitalism; ethics; data
justice.
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Introduction
As the coronavirus pandemic has swept the world it has been accompanied by strategies and
tactics to try and combat and mitigate its effects. In the main, this has involved following a
traditional public health approach involving phases of containment (steps to prevent the virus
from spreading), delay (measures to reduce the peak of impact), mitigation (providing the
health system with necessary supports) and research (seeking additional effective measures
and a cure). Typical measures employed in the delay and containment phases have involved
increased and more vigorous personal hygiene, wearing protective clothing, practicing social
distancing and self-isolation, banning social gatherings, limiting travel, enforced quarantining
and lockdowns, and testing regimes.
Existing and new digital technologies are being harnessed and proposed to augment and
supplement the traditional measures within these phases, accompanied by arguments that they
will improve their effectiveness through real-time mass monitoring at the individual and
aggregate level, optimising population control. Indeed, a number of states were relatively
quick to deploy technology-led solutions to aid their response to the conoravirus for three
primary purposes: (1) quarantine enforcement/movement permission (knowing people are
where they should be, either enforcing home isolation for those infected or close contacts, or
enabling approved movement for those not infected); (2) contact tracing (knowing whose
path people have crossed); and (3) pattern and flow modelling (knowing the distribution of
the disease and its spread; how many people passed through places and whether social
distancing/isolation measures are being observed). 1
For example, citizens in some parts of China were required to install an app on their phone
and then scan QR codes when accessing public spaces (e.g., shopping malls, office buildings,
communal residences, metro systems) to verify their infection status and permission to enter. 2
The system alerts the local police when those who should be in quarantine seek to access
public space or transit. Moscow authorities have rolled out a QR code app to approve
journeys and routes, and enforce quarantining. Registration requires a person to link their
smartphone to the city’s e-gov system, and upload personal IDs, employer tax identifier and
vehicle number plate. 3 Taiwan has deployed a mandatory phone-location tracking system to
enforce quarantines (issuing GPS-enabled 4 phones to those that do not own one), sending text
messages to those who stray beyond their lockdown range. There is a prospective fine of
$33,000 for violations. 5 The Polish government has introduced a home quarantine app that
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requires people in isolation to take a geo-located selfie of themselves within 20 minutes of
receiving an SMS or risk a visit from the police. 6 Hong Kong has issued electronic tracker
wristbands to ensure compulsory home quarantine is observed. 7 And the Karnataka
government in India is tracking the phones of those placed in quarantine to make sure it is
maintained. 8
Israel has repurposed its advanced digital monitoring tools normally used for
counterterrorism to track the movement of phones of all coronavirus carriers in the 14 days
prior to testing positive in order to trace close contacts. 9 Singapore has launched
TraceTogether, a bluetooth enabled app that detects and stores the details of nearby phones to
enable contact tracing. 10 In South Korea, the government is utilising surveillance camera
footage, smartphone location data, and credit card purchase records to track positive cases
and their contacts. 11 The Victoria government in Australia has launched a platform called
Whispr to allow authorities to track the locations of confirmed cases and correspond with
them via text message if they are not self-isolating, and also trace their contacts. 12 They are
also planning to use military drones to ‘monitor temperature, heart and respiratory rate, and
identify people sneezing or coughing in outdoor and indoor spaces.’ 13 In the US, airline
companies were instructed to communicate the name and contact information of all
passengers and crew arriving in the country within 24 hours to the Center for Disease
Control. 14 Liechtenstein is piloting the use of biometric bracelets to monitor in real-time vital
bodily metrics including skin temperature, breathing rate and heart rate of wearers, with the
aim to fully deploy across all citizens within months. 15
Other countries such as the UK, 16 Ireland, 17 New Zealand, 18 Canada 19 and France 20 are
planning or have proposed the use of contact tracing technologies, principally to manage the
exit from the delay phase and mitigate against a second and third wave of infections. 21 In
addition, states and supra-states (e.g., European Union) have actively promoted the rapid
prototyping and development of new tech solutions through funded research and enterprise
programmes 22 and sponsoring hackathons. 23
A number of companies have offered, or have actively undertaken, to repurpose their
platforms and data as a means to help tackle the virus. Most notably, Apple and Google, who
provide operating systems for iOS and Android smartphones, are developing solutions to aid
contact tracing, 24 with Google also monitoring the effects of interventionist measures across
cities and regions globally. 25 In Germany, Deutsche Telekom are providing aggregated,
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anonymized information to the government on people’s movements; likewise Telecom Italia,
Vodafone and WindTre are doing the same in Italy. 26 NSO Group, the company behind
Israel’s contact tracing solution, have offered their services to a number of governments. 27 XMode, a location tracking company and the data source for Culmen International, who are
mapping the virus spread for US federal agencies, is providing flow data of people’s
movement. 28 Unacast, a location-based data broker, is using GPS data harvested from apps
installed on smartphones to determine if social distancing is taking place, 29 creating a social
distancing scorecard for every county in the United States, and partnering with individual
states to help determine if implemented measures are working. 30
Palantir, a secretive data analytics company with a reputation for working with police and
intelligence agencies, 31 is monitoring and modelling the spread of the disease to predict the
required health service response for the Center for Disease Control in the US and the
National Health Service in the UK, and has pitched its services to other states. 32 Experian, a
large global data broker and credit scoring company, has announced it will be combing
through its 300 million consumer profiles to identify those likely to be most impacted by the
pandemic and offering the information to ‘essential organizations’, including health care
providers, federal agencies and NGOs. 33 Facebook, and smaller location tracking companies
Cuebiq and Camber Systems, are sharing movement data with infectious disease researchers
to monitor social distancing across the US. 34 A Twitter thread by Wolfie Christl provides a
list of other location tracking companies offering coronavirus analytics or data to government
and researchers for tackling the pandemic, including Foursquare, SafeGraph, Placer, Umlaut,
Gravy Analytics, and PlaceIQ. 35
Many politicians, policy makers and citizens might believe that surveillance technologies are
legitimately deployed if they help to limit the spread of the virus and thereby save lives. But
such a perspective raises pressing questions, such as: are these technologies legitimately
deployed? Do, or will, they effectively limit the spread of the virus? Indeed, the repurposing
of existing, and the development of new, technologies to aid the battle against the coronavirus
raises a whole series of questions concerning: their feasibility, validity, utility and
effectiveness; their immediate and downstream consequences with respect to civil liberties
and citizenship; and the creation of market opportunities for technology companies and the
legitimation of surveillance capitalism (see Table 1 for summary of issues). These questions
deserve careful consideration. Building on my research on the ethics of digital technologies 36
and the work of other commentators who have turned their attention to the issue (see
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endnotes), my aim in this paper is to assess the technical and practical feasibility of deployed
and proposed tech solutions to delay and contain the spread of the coronavirus, and critically
appraise their wider implications.

Table 1: Issues arising from the use of digital technologies for tackling the spread of the
coronavirus
Technical/practical

Civil liberties and citizenship

Surveillance capitalism

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Individual rights vs public good
• Privacy, data leakage, reidentification
• Data minimization and consent
• Governmentality
• Social/spatial sorting, redlining
• Population profiling
• Control creep
• Normalization
• Authoritarianism
• Due process, oversight, redress
• State record on dataveillance
• Public trust and chilling effects

• State-sanction surveillance capitalism
• New market opportunities
• Gateway to public health and other
state data
• Deepening data shadows
• Enrolment of new smartphone owners
• Covidwashing of activities
• Increasing shareholder value and
profit

•
•
•
•
•
•

Technological solutionism
Robust, domain-informed design
Pilot testing and quality assurance
Fit-for-purpose
Rule-set and parameters
Fragmented data sources
Data coverage and resolution
Representativeness and digital divides
Data quality, reliability and false
positives
Duping and spoofing
Dependent on effective virus testing and
certification
Contact tracing dependent on 60%
participation;
Quarantining/movement permissions can
require additional infrastructure
Firm legal basis
Proof more effective than traditional
contact tracing

Will technology solutions work?
There is no question that the coronavirus demands far-reaching public health measures to
meet the urgent challenge it poses. But are digital technologies a suitable and viable means to
delay and contain the spread of the virus, flatten the curve and limit future waves of
infection? Key questions overlooked in the hype to promote technology solutions are whether
they are fit-for-purpose and will they produce the intended outcomes? Here, I consider these
questions in detail with respect to phone-based contact tracing and quarantine enforcement
(digital fences)/movement permission (digital leashes). 37

Technical feasibility and validity
The rationale for using automated contact tracing via cell/smartphone technology is that it
will be possible to significantly expand the volume and reach of traditional contact tracing,
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which is time consuming, labour-intensive and costly, relies on memory, and cannot identify
proximate strangers. 38 By calculating the close proximity of phones, the intersections of
millions of people can be automatically traced, including contacts with people who
subsequently test positive. There are a number of ways that proximity might be determined
via: cell-site location information (CSLI) that records phone connections to nearby towers,
GPS signals, wifi connections, and Bluetooth, or a combination of each of these. 39
However, the problem with each of these methods is that they lack the precision and
resolution required for meaningful contact tracing. The recommendation of most
governments is to avoid close and prolonged contact with others, maintaining a social
distance of 2 metres or more. Accurately and reliably determining less than 2 metres
proximity and time of infringement is impossible. CSLI is far too coarse (half-a-mile or
more) and wifi is too partial in coverage outside of densely urbanized places to be of use.
GPS can have a resolution of 1 metre, but more typically it is 5 to 20 metres, and the
technology does not work indoors, works poorly in the shadow of large buildings and during
thunderstorms and snowstorms, and establishing location can take several minutes when the
device is first turned on or brought outdoors. 40 Bluetooth does not calculate location, instead
able to communicate with other devices up to a range of 100 feet (the proposed Apple/Google
solution uses Bluetooth, enabling an exchange and recording of a crypto-code ID that
subsequently can be traced). 41 However, not all phones have it turned on by default. 42 In
addition, none of these technologies can determine if there is a physical wall or glass window
between people and they are sharing the same airspace. In order to exclude fleeting and
seemingly meaningless encounters, systems use a time element. In the proposed UK app, a
person will only be recorded as a close contact if their device has been within 2 metres
proximity to another for 15 minutes or more. 43 However, this has the effect of excluding
brief, but potentially significant, encounters such as a person passing in a supermarket aisle
sneezing, or sitting near someone coughing on a bus for 10 minutes. In other words, it is not
presently possible to determine meaningful proximate contacts and limit overloading the
system with false positives.
The rationale for using digital fences and leashes is that they provide a robust and rapidly
scalable means for individualised movement control. There are two predominant means to
implement digital fences to prevent movement. The first is to monitor whether a mobile
phone or electronic tag has left a domicile through GPS tracking. The second is to use
automated messaging requiring the respondent to reply with a geo-located message within a
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short timeframe. Digital leashes that provide limited permission to move are implemented by
issuing QR codes that are scanned and verified at access points. It thus requires the rolling
out of a dense network of checkpoint infrastructure across buildings, public space and public
transit. Such infrastructure is presently absent in most jurisdictions.
There are other technical issues that raise doubts about the efficacy of using technologymediated contact tracing and digital fences and leashes. There are, for example, general
concerns around data quality. Big data – voluminous streams of real-time data – are often
noisy and messy, with gaps, errors, biases, and inconsistencies that prompt questions of
veracity (accuracy and precision) and reliability (consistency over time). 44 When decisions
are made on inaccurate and unreliable data that will limit personal freedoms, processes must
be put in place to ensure that quality is as high as possible. 45 There is little evidence that such
processes are actively being implemented. Moreover, elements of some system designs create
the potential to downgrade quality. For example, the subjective nature of self-diagnosis will
introduce false positives based on suspected but not actual cases.
Moreover, it is possible to dupe and spoof systems wherein pertinent data is omitted or false
data added. People could choose to turn off the location function on their phone, or not turn
on Bluetooth, or leave their phone at home, or use a secondary device, or borrow someone
else’s. 46 Alternatively, they might decide not to share information if they are experiencing
symptoms, or decide to avoid taking a test. As Teresa Scassa 47 notes: ‘As we try to return to
normal, there’s going to be such an incentive for people to game the app. You have to get
back to work and support your family. Are you going to be telling an app that you have a
cough?’ Further, Ross Anderson has suggested that: ‘The performance art people will tie a
phone to a dog and let it run around the park; the Russians will use the app to run servicedenial attacks and spread panic; and little Johnny will self-report symptoms to get the whole
school sent home.’ 48 In addition, because Bluetooth signals are vulnerable to spoofing, it is
possible for someone to grab the ID code and broadcast it in a different location. 49 Alerts are
also susceptible to scamming, with police warning of bogus text messages stating that the
phone owner knows somebody who has contracted the virus and providing a link for more
information. 50
Data coverage and representativeness raise further issues. Unless there is a central, single app
through which all contact tracing occurs, then location data – especially when based on GPS
and app-harvested data – are fragmented across telecommunications providers or location
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tracking companies, and also are stored in different formats making joining them together
tricky. This is particularly an issue in the US and other countries where private companies
have offered to perform contact tracing. 51 In the case of Apple and Google’s initiative, the
data only relate to smartphones using Android and iOS and exclude cell phones – a problem
given 19% of Americans do not own smartphones and among the high-risk coronavirus
group, those aged 65+, the rate increases to 47%. 52 There are also differentials across class
and race. 29% of Americans who earn less than $30,000 per annum do not own a
smartphone, 53 which makes contract tracing within this group less effective 54 and any
introduction of a QR-based system for approved movement would mean almost a third of
low-income workers being digitally fenced-in unless they invest in a smartphone. And some
religious groups opt-out of smartphone use, for example, some Jewish denominations and the
Amish. 55 In addition, to work effectively, the technologies require all smartphone users to
have them charged, turned on, and with them at all times.
Beyond questions about data quality and coverage, there are questions about the algorithms
and rule-sets used to interpret and make decisions based on these data. As Julia Angwin
notes, systems need to implement a robust and reliable means of identifying possible
transmission and cannot be so trigger happy that they overload users with false alerts. At the
same time, they cannot be too cautious that a genuine risk is ignored. 56 Besides negative
outcomes for close contacts, false positives would also pose a risk of overloading the testing
system, especially if that was the only means of exiting any measures imposed via contact
tracing. They would also weaken trust in the system, potentially leading to users to ignore
instructions. 57 It might be easier to enforce a lockdown rather than to confine people to
endless periods of self-isolation because of instructions based on weak and false data. In
Israel, people who were mandatorily isolated – but not tested – based on contract tracing have
protested against the use of the system, finding it difficult to get mistakes corrected. 58 Thus,
as the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) states: “Using the wrong technology to draw
conclusions about who may have become infected might lead to expensive mistakes such as
two week isolation from work, friends, and family for someone — perhaps even a health care
worker or first responder — who was actually not exposed.” 59
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Critical conditions
It is clear that the tech-based solutions being pursued and deployed are far from ideal and not
fit-for-purpose. But even if they were suitable, it is important to note that they will only be
effective in practice if:
(1) there is a program of mass testing, with certification, to confirm that a person has the
virus and if tracing or digital fencing/leashing is required; 60
(2) the number of cases is low and selectively isolating cases (as opposed to mass isolation)
will be effective at limiting rapid growth;
(3) 60% of the population participate in contact tracing; 61 there is full compliance and
adequate policing of quarantining/movement permissions.
(4) there is a firm legislative basis for deployment of technology-led solutions. 62
Without an extensive regime of testing with certification, known documented cases to trace
from will be absent. In addition, a large number of unknown carriers will continue to
circulate, undermining the effects of tracing/quarantining. In situations where there have been
a large numbers of cases, app-based contact tracing will only be effective once the rate of
transmission (R) is below one and near zero to potentially limit any additional waves of
infections. However, the advice being given to those contacted may have limited value if they
have already contracted and recovered from the virus. The UK proposed solution to a lack of
mass testing is to allow people to self-diagnose via a questionnaire and not have to speak to a
health advisor or obtain a test result. 63 This will lead to an enormous number of false
positives.
Developers suggest that for phone-based contact tracing systems to be effective they would
require 60% of the population to participate (equivalent to c.80% of smartphone owners in
the UK). 64 As Wolfie Christl 65 notes, participation can be voluntarily, linked to non-essential
rewards, de-facto compulsory in association with testing, or totally compulsory. In
democratic countries where authoritarian measures are uncommon and lack legal basis, opt-in
is the only viable, legal option without legislative change, though it might be possible to
frame participation as a ‘choice’, wherein it is not compulsory but adoption is required to be
exempt from lockdown measures. 66 Even then, it is likely to be subject to legal challenge 67
and coercion to participate is likely to be met with resistance and subversion. In Singapore,
where its TraceTogether app was opt-in, only 12% of the population installed it, 68 suggesting
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that gaining a 60% adoption rate elsewhere will be a challenge. Similarly, it will be difficult
in non-authoritarian states to implement and enforce the use of digital fences and leases
without legislative changes, new infrastructure, and strong policing with punitive penalties.
In short, the critical conditions needed for the successful deployment of technology solutions
to limit the spread of the coronavirus are absent for many jurisdictions and will be difficult to
achieve in practice.
Technological solutionism
Tech-based approaches to the coronavirus have been pursued without enough consideration
of these technical and contextual issues. There is little evidence of rigorous pilot testing or
extensive assessment before rollout. Rather, it seems there has been a rush to implement first
and only then to consider assessing the appropriateness, configuration and utility of the
technology. In particular, what seems to be overlooked is the need for wide-scale, systematic
testing for the virus to enable tech solutions to work effectively; and, with respect to contact
tracing, low numbers of cases and a transmission rate of R<1, and a participation rate of 60%
of population. In any jurisdiction where testing is rationed, such as the UK and US, mass
surveillance technology solutions are unlikely to warrant the trade-off in civil liberties for
public health. Moreover, in terms of tackling second and third waves, the advice being given
may be of little use for those who have already been infected and recovered, meaning they
might self-isolate for no reason, impacting their livelihood which has already been badly
affected by the first wave, or unnecessarily keeping key staff away from the frontline.
The development of contact tracing apps has all the hallmarks of trying to close the stable
door after the horses have bolted. If there was a time for them it was at the very start of the
pandemic when cases were very small in number. Even then, it may well be the case that
small data, narrowly mined and curated by trained contact tracers using a proven
methodology may have more utility than the open-pit mining of fragmented big data with
limited representativeness. At best, tech-based contact tracing can only supplement, not
replace, traditional methods due to its shortcomings. As the Ada Lovelace Institute
concludes: “There is currently insufficient evidence to support the use of digital contact
tracing … [t]he technical limitations, barriers to effective deployment and social impacts
demand more consideration.” Quarantining and movement permissions require all citizens to
have cell/smartphones and the deployment of new infrastructure, and also have social impacts
that will likely make it difficult to deploy in non-authoritarian states.
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In effect, what Evgeny Morozov calls technological solutionism 69 – that is, technology is
seen as the only viable solution to resolve an issue, and policy is led by technology rather
than vice-versa – has being actively promoted and pursued by those pushing tech-led
measures. Such solutionism frames mass surveillance or tech-mediated control as the primary
means to beating the disease, 70 adopting a systems-thinking, deterministic approach rather
than a socio-technical view. When shortcomings are highlighted, the attitude almost seems to
be: ‘using the tech, even if flawed or unsuitable, is better than not using it.’ This might be
fine if there were no significant other consequences to their roll-out, but as I discuss in the
next section, this is not the case. Indeed, the worry for civil liberties groups is precisely that
the pursuit of flawed tech solutions ‘will lead to investments that do little good, or are
actually counterproductive’, including a chilling effect on public trust and public health
measures, and will invade privacy and undermine other civil liberties ‘without producing
commensurate benefits.’ 71 It is a view shared by research and advisory bodies such as the
Ada Lovelace Institute. 72

Civil liberties, citizenship, and surveillance capitalism
Beyond technical and practical feasibility issues, the consequences of deploying these
systems appear to have been little considered, or have been have been determined as
acceptable downsides to be ‘suffered for the greater good.’ The issue that most critical
commentary has focused upon is privacy, since the technologies demand fine-grained
knowledge about movement, social networks and health status. 73 For initiatives where
contact tracing leverages off of existing location tracking by private enterprises – such as
location marketing firms and adtech – and does not involve consent, such as the Israeli
example, there is clearly a breach of the data minimization principle: that only data relevant
and necessary to perform a task are generated and these are only used for the purpose for
which they were produced. 74
In opt-in and consent based initiatives, developers have sought to reassure users that any
location tracking and/or contact tracing would not collect data on or share people’s identities,
using anonymous IDs; and that they would store nearly all data on users’ phones. 75 Others
have promoted the use of a decentralized approach, as with the Pan-European PrivacyPreserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-PT) 76 and Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity
Tracing (DP-3T) 77 initiatives. However, there is the potential for data to be leaked or filter
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into other apps on a user’s phone, or for IDs to be captured by other apps on other nearby
users’ phones, or via communications with central servers. 78 From these, the data could be
shared with third parties. 79 Moreover, by opening up location data, either via GPS or
Bluetooth, a device is being made trackable by a range of adtech embedded in other apps,
enrolling it into the ecosystem of location-based data brokers. 80 For companies, such as
Palantir, modelling contact tracing data for governments, it is not clear whether the data are
being added to their already sizable databanks and to individual profiles, and repurposed in
other work. Then there are concerns about data security and vulnerabilities that might open
up data to scrutiny, as detailed by Christian Schmidt in an overview of government
coronavirus apps from around the world. 81
In addition, there have been concerns that data could be re-identified, undoing the process of
anonymization. 82 Indeed, it is well established in the big data literature that it is possible to
reverse engineer anonymisation strategies by combing and combining datasets unless the data
are fully de-identified. 83 In South Korea, for example, it proved relatively straightforward to
re-identify early patients. 84 The same was true for Singapore, where the personal details of
those testing positive, including gender, age, workplace and relationship to other cases, were
published on the Health Ministry’s website. 85 Similarly, Hong Kong provides an interactive
map that displays every case by building, listing the age, resident status, dates of virus onset
and confirmed by testing, whether imported or community transmission, and hospital if
admitted. 86 De-identification requires both direct identifiers and quasi-identifiers (those
highly correlated with unique identifiers) to be carefully removed. 87 The extent to which this
is happening, or will happen, is not clear.
The implications for privacy is worrying enough for many; however, the consequences
extend to governmentality and civil liberties more generally. Contact tracing and movement
monitoring are designed to rescript how we live our lives, reshaping social contact and
movement. 88 They socially and spatially sort, redlining who can and cannot mix, move and
access spaces and services. As Miriyam Aouragh, Helen Pritchard and Femke Snelting 89
note, contact tracing apps ‘will be laying out normative conditions for reality, and will
contribute to the decisions of who gets to have freedom of choice and freedom to decide ... or
not’ … and will co-define who gets to live and have a life, and the possibilities for perceiving
the world itself.’ In other words, these apps are designed to implement disciplining (nudging
people to comply with social distancing for fear of the consequence of close contacts) and
control (actively prescribing spatial behaviour, where there is little choice but to comply)
12

forms of governmentality. As the ACLU, EFF and others have pointed out, these forms of
governmentality will be unevenly applied across populations, particularly given the
demographics of ‘essential workers’ across retail, service, distribution industries and public
health and the wider public sector. As noted with respect to algorithmic governance in
general, this unevenness and inequity of access to and application of technology will
reproduce data justice 90 issues across class, race, ethnicity and gender. 91
In effect, smartphone infrastructure is being subject to control creep; 92 that is, its original
purpose is being extended to perform surveillance and governance work. Over the past two
decades, particularly post 9/11, control creep has been occurring across networked utility
systems, with technologies designed to deliver specific services being enrolled into policing
and security apparatus. 93 While in the present crisis control creep is occurring and being
sought for the purposes of public health, the danger is that its use in such a fashion
normalizes government tracking and digital fencing/leashing, with the architectures
developed subsequently used with respect to on-going health monitoring and pivoting to
other issues such as policing, emergency management response, and national security. 94
Certainly, the control creep that happened post 9/11 was not subsequently rolled back. 95
With good reason, then, there are fears that the systems activated to tackle the pandemic will
not be turned off after the crisis, instead becoming part of the new normal in monitoring and
governing societies. 96 As Martin French and Torin Monahan 97 note in their overview of how
surveillance technologies have historically been enrolled into disease control, technology
solutions tend to persist. In other words, any technologies implemented now are likely to act
as gateways to a new type of management that routinize a new form of social and spatial
sorting. This has the potential to shift the mode of governmentality and to also act as a
pathway towards authoritarian forms of governance where technology is used to actively
impose the will of the state onto citizens in managing activity and movement. The finegrained mass tracking of movement, proximity to others, and knowledge of some form of
status (beyond health, for example) will enable tighter forms of control and is likely to have a
chilling effect on protest and democracy. Such a pathway is legitimized because, as Jathan
Sadowski notes, ‘authoritarianism — for the ‘right’ reasons — starts looking tolerable, even
good, because it looks like the only option’. 98 As Snowden, Wikileaks, and numerous other
investigations have shown, states have a poor record at practicing dataveillance, 99 which lend
a legitimacy to such concerns.
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China and Russia provide some clues as to what this could mean, and while some advocates
might point to China as an example where technology solutions have seemingly worked, it
also raises alarm bells. As an authoritarian state, China was well able to perform a lockdown
through social and state policing without technology support. However, it could quickly
mobilise technology solutions because it is already well down the road of implementing Big
Brother style surveillance apparatus through social credit scoring and pervasive smart city
tech, including millions of facial recognition and automatic number plate recognition
cameras. 100 Smartphones have become an essential technology for daily life, not least
because in the move to a cashless society they have become virtual wallets, and a means to
trace all digital transactions. 101 From December 2019, all mobile phone users registering new
SIM cards in China have had to provide a facial recognition scan, creating a direct biometric
link between person and phone. 102 The pandemic crisis was an opportunity for the state to
further roll-out and normalize surveillance technologies and there is little sense that the
tracking implemented there will be rolled-back post-crisis. In other words, the tech may have
had limited effects beyond social and governance measures being implemented that confined
people to homes, but had significant downstream effects. Spatial sorting through appapproved entrance to public and private spaces may well become the new normal. The same
is feared in Russia, where critics have dubbed the Moscow lockdown enforcement app the
‘Cyber Gulag’. 103
In addition, there are concerns around the legality of systems, the extent to which they will
pronounce recommendations or compulsory orders, and be accompanied by practices of due
process, oversight, the right to redress and to opt-out. 104 If one does opt-in to using a contact
tracing app, should it be compulsory to share a positive test result through the app? Or if the
app informs a person that they have been in close proximity to someone who has tested
positive, do they have to undertake the measures it diagnoses? Will there be penalties for
flagrantly ignoring instructions? Would it make a difference if the instruction is based on
testing or self-diagnosis? It would be particularly difficult to try and justify following
instructed measures without a robust and extensive testing regime and certification in
operation. In cases where the instructions are to be compulsory will there be a means to
appeal them? Can people opt back out of the scheme once enrolled? Would there be any
penalties for doing so? Will there be a formal mechanism for overseeing the implementation
and operation of new tech developments to ensure that they adhere to existing regulations and
legislation and do not abuse the power vested in the initiative? Are there associated penalties
14

for any irregularities or abuses? There has been precious little evidence in the rush to develop
systems that such due process and oversight are being put in place. 105 Without them, will
people be willing to participate in such schemes?
All these civil liberty concerns regarding privacy, governmentality, control creep, and legality
could have negative impacts on public health initiatives. 106 In Korea and Singapore where
early patients were re-identified they were publicly hounded and shamed, having a chilling
effect on testing. 107 In the long-run concerns will have a detrimental impact. People will optout of the technology, or find ways to circumvent and subvert it, or avoid testing or seeking
health care. 108 This will especially be the case for those who may not have the means and
social supports from the state to stay socially isolated. Public education and voluntary
measures and compliance are more effective than law enforcement approaches in tackling
public health issues, 109 and any heavy-handed measures are likely to ‘sour the relationship
between citizens and their government when trust is of paramount importance.’ 110 As a
consequence, there is a danger that the technologies will have the opposite effect to that
desired.
What this discussion highlights is that contact tracing and quarantining/movement restriction
technologies raise fundamental questions of citizenship and the rights and entitlements of
those living within a jurisdiction. These rights and entitlements clearly have to be weighed
against the public health of a nation and the right to life of other citizens. However,
traditional contact tracing at the very start of a pandemic when cases are small would keep
the transmission rate near to zero, and implementation once the disease is well established is
likely to have limited effects. Moreover, nations such as Ireland have demonstrated it is
possible to reduce the transmission rate to below one and near to zero without using mass,
fine-grained surveillance and digital fences/leashes. In this context, the issues raised with
respect to civil liberties and citizenship cannot be simply pushed to one side for the ‘greater
good’ of public health. Instead, there is a need to consider the extent to which technology-led
approaches will deliver on their promise and the trade-offs occurring on the basis of that
promise, including how these trade-offs might be to the benefit of surveillance capitalism. 111
As has been well documented in the surveillance studies literature, over the past two decades
there has been a significant step change in individual level, fine-grained data harvesting and
profiling, and enormous expansion in the number of data brokers and their profits. 112 In
particular, the advent of the smartphone in the mid-2000s has led to a bonanza of indexical,
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real-time location-based data harvested through apps than record and transmit GPS
coordinates, with 58 companies specialising in location tracking operating in the US alone in
2014, 113 which has since grown. In addition, telecommunication companies, social media
companies such as Facebook (inc. Whatsapp and Instagram), Snapchat and Twitter, as well as
Apple, Google and Microsoft that provide smartphone operating systems are generating and
storing real time location and movement data. While many have known that these companies
are producing such data, the coronavirus pandemic has laid it bare through the offers of these
companies to share data and analytic tools to aid contact tracing and to monitor the effects of
social distancing.
While undoubtedly many of these companies have been motivated by a desire to help during
a pandemic crisis, it is also clear that such a move has other effects and motivations. First, it
helps legitimate surveillance capitalism and the invasive harvesting and exploitation of
people’s data for profit. In effect, these activities, especially when provided pro bono, enable
the ‘covidwashing’ 114 of surveillance capitalism as a way of laundering their reputations. 115
Through the use of these data and services states and researchers are, in effect, normalizing
the surveillance and business practices of these companies. While unintentional, they are also
helping to boost their shareholder value and investor profits. Second, it provides an
opportunity for these companies to promote and market their activities and services and
potentially attract future business. Third, it opens up potential new products and markets. In a
call to investors, Phunware – a smartphone tracking company that is part of Trump’s 2020 reelection campaign – made clear the motivation for engaging with the coronavirus, pitching
several potential new products and markets, including social distance policy enforcement. 116
No doubt some companies hope that contributing to tackling coronavirus will potentially act
as a gateway to public health and other government contracts, 117 as well as to the further
privatisation of public health data. Fourth, it is further increasing and deepening data
shadows, either through gaining access to new data or encouraging the enrolment of new
smartphone owners.
A clear concern, then, is that the coronavirus pandemic will cement and legitimate the
practices of surveillance capitalism, which has done much to undermine civil liberties related
to privacy and mainstreamed commercial social and spatial sorting and profiling. And yet,
these companies expect to be praised for their interventions, as expressed by Eric Schmidt,
the former CEO of Google, who believes that people should be ‘a little bit grateful’ for the
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services provided by big tech. 118 While some of these services may be useful, they are also a
double-edged sword.

What needs to happen?
To date, governments have not demonstrated they have comprehensively assessed all
technical and practical issues, or considered in a meaningful way civil liberties and
citizenship issues, or indeed been transparent about their plans and rationales. 119 Groups like
PEPP-PT and DP-3T are open and have sought to address privacy and data security issues,
though there seems less consideration of other critical conditions required for the technology
to work. Rather than rush headlong into rolling out mass surveillance systems there is a need
for proper, open debate on the solutions to the crisis – even if that is conducted quickly over
the course of a few days, rather than not all – that includes setting out the viability and pros
and cons of all potential solutions (tech/non-tech), and details all the checks/balances that
would be needed with regards to each to ensure civil liberties while enabling mitigation.
Governments and companies need to set out in clear and unambiguous terms their rationale
for wanting to implement and how they envisage technologies will work and deliver. This
needs to include how they will address the shortcomings detailed above, how they will
dovetail with an extensive regime of mass virus testing, and assess their social and legal
impact. We then need to establish whether the proposed technology-led solutions to the
coronavirus are really going to produce effective results beyond the more traditional social
and governance measures being implemented, and whether they might have a negative,
chilling effect on public health. If we believe that they will work and are necessary, then we
need to determine quickly through expert review what configuration will work best for our
intended ends while also considering long-term governance. Speed is obviously essential, but
it is not unreasonable to be able to assemble a team and robustly assess potential options over
a couple of days. The Ada Lovelace Institute (2020), for example, recommends that the UK
establishes what it terms ‘Group of Advisors on Technology in Emergencies’ (GATE) to
assess and act as gatekeepers for the deployment of technologies to tackle the coronavirus. 120
For any tech solution that is developed, we need to insist that it is appropriate and
proportionate, meeting the guidance of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, American Civil
Liberties Union, and the Ada Lovelace Institute: 121
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•

data collection and use must be based on science and need;

•

the tech must transparent in aims, intent, and workings;

•

the tech and wider initiative must have an expiration date;

•

a privacy-by-design approach with anonymization, strong encryption and access
controls should be utilized;

•

tools should ideally be opt-in and consent sought, rather than opt-out, with very clear
explanations of the benefits of opting-in, operation and lifespan;

•

data cannot be shared beyond initiative or repurposed or monetized;

•

no effort should be made to re-identify anonymous data;

•

the tech and wider initiative must have proper oversight of use, be accountable for
actions, have a firm legislative basis, and possess due process to challenge mis-use.

In other words, the tools must only be used when deemed necessary by public health experts
for the purpose of containing and delaying the spread of the virus and their use discontinued
once the crisis is over. Citizens should know precisely what the app seeks to achieve and
what will happen with their data. There should also be safeguards to stop control creep and
the technology being repurposed for general or national security, predictive policing or other
governance or commercial purposes. In addition, their development should be guided by
detailed user requirements set by public health and privacy experts and not left to amateurs or
private companies to lead design and production. In this regard, technology developed
through hackathons where participants lack domain knowledge are unlikely to be of use even
if they can subsequently be re-configured to meet legal, social and political expectations.

Conclusion
My aim in this paper has been to provide a relatively comprehensive overview of the
technical, practical, and ethical issues of developing and deploying technology solutions to
delay and containment measures for tackling the coronavirus. There is no doubt that much of
the response is well-intentioned, undertaken by actors who are keen to leverage their
professional skills and products to try and meaningfully contribute to limiting the effects of
the disease. 122 However, in the rush to act quickly there has not been sufficient thought and
assessment given to the technical feasibility of proffered solutions, whether they will work in
practice, and the extent to which they will provide more effective outcomes than traditional
interventions. Nor has there been sufficient consideration given as to their consequences for
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civil liberties or surveillance capitalism and whether the supposed benefits outweigh any
commensurate negative effects.
The analysis presented suggests that the technology solutions deployed and proposed have
been oversold. Smartphone based contact tracing will be ineffectual without mass testing (not
self-diagnosis) and certification, and it needed to be introduced when the number of
infections were very low. Moreover, the spatial resolution is too coarse to capture proximity
less than two metres, and it requires a 60% opt-in rate which is unlikely to be achieved. It is
doubtful that quarantine and movement permission technology will be accepted by the
populations in non-authoritarian states and the necessary scanning infrastructure would need
to be put in place. And while governments and companies have sought to reassure about civil
liberties, it is clear that the technology does have implications for privacy, governmentality,
control creep, and citizenship, and they do reinforce the logic of surveillance capitalism.
Given this imbalance between benefits and pitfalls it seems necessary to review the use and
utility of technologies already deployed and foolhardy to proceed with the use of proposed
technologies until they have been more fully assessed, debated and empirically tested and
proven. If they are already deployed or are to proceed regardless, then they require careful
and transparent use for public health only, utilizing a rights-based and privacy-by-design
approach with an expiration date, proper oversight, due processes and data minimization that
forbids data sharing, repurposing and monetization, and they need to be accompanied by
mass testing and certification. We should be careful as we seek to manage and mitigate the
coronavirus pandemic that we do not rush into adopting technologies could cause more harm
than good.
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